
Trivia Quiz Colors
1. Roses are__________.  Violets are ___________.
2. The ____________ rose of Texas
3. I am sad I feel _________.
4. Gardner's have a ___________ thumb.
5. The name of Lone Ranges Horse.  Hi Ho ______________
6. We all lived in a ______________ submarine
7. Wild __________ yonder.
8. Write it down in _________ and __________.
9. The coward has a _____________ streak.
10. Patriotic colors ___________, _____________, and ______________.
11. _________ sails in sunset,   (Song of 60's)
12.  __________ Christmas.
13. ___________ bells __________ bells 
14. _____________ Monday
15. _____________ Friday is all day shopping 
16. I am so mad I see ______
17. What goes on behind the  __________  door?
18. We are in our ____________ years.
19.  I am __________ with envy.
20. __________ as a sheet.
21.  Just a little ___________ lie.
22. The _________ sheep of family
23. _______ _____ is another name for oil.
24.  ___________ rain (Prince theme song)
25. Lucile Ball's hair was dyed _________. She was a _________.
26. Gentlemen prefer _____________
27. ________ eggs and ham.
28. __________ Shelton  was a radio and TV star.
29. The devil and deep ________ sea.
30. Charlie __________ had a dog Snoopy.
31. Asphalt is called ______ top
32. Large tree a ____wood
33. My account is in ____ most of time but sometimes in _______
34. A Communist is called a _______
35. The colors of USA political parties _______, _______. and ________.
36. I am tickled _______
37. Oil is called _______  ________
38. The stove is _____ hot 
39. Don'f shoot until you see the ________ of their eyes
40. The singer is called old ______ eyes.
41. Someone new on job is a _______ horn.
42. In space _______ hole has high gravity so matter cannot escape.
43. A star that is diminised is called ______ dwarf.
44. The _______house is the home of US president.
45. Stop on ____. Caution is ________. Go on ______.

Bonus    The colors of rainbow (inorder)



Trivia Quiz Colors
1. Roses are red.  Violets are blue.
2. The yellow rose of Texas
3. I am sad I feel blue.
4. Gardner's have a green thumb.
5. The name of Lone Ranges Horse.  Hi Ho Silver,
6. We all lived in a yellow submarine
7. Wild blue yonder.
8. Write it down in black and white.
9. The coward has a yellow streak.
10.  Patriotic colors red, white, and blue.
11.  Red sails in sunset,   (Song of 60's)
12.  White Christmas.
13.  Silver bells. silver bells 
14.  Blue Monday
15.  Black Friday is all day shopping 
16.  I am so mad I see  red and cuss blue streek.
17.  What goes on behind the green door?
18.  We are in our golden years.
19.  I am green with envy.
20.  White as a sheet.
21.  Just a little white lie.
22.The black sheep of family
23.  Black gold is another name for oil.
24.  Purple rain (Prince theme song)
25.  Lucile Ball's hair was dyed red. She was a brunet.
26.  Gentlemen prefer blonds.
27.  Green eggs and ham.
28.  Red Shelton was a radio and TV star.
29.  The devil and deep blue sea.
30.  Charlie Brown had a dog Snoopy.
31.  Asphalt is called black top
32.  Large tree a redwood
33.  My account is in red most of time but sometimes in the black.
34.  A Communist is called a Red,
35.  The colors of USA political parties blue, red, and green.
36.  I am tickled pink.
37.  Oil is called black gold,
38.  The stove is red hot 
39.  Don't shoot until you see the white of their eyes
40.  The singer is called old blue eyes
41.Someone new on job is a green horn.
42. In space black hole has high gravity so matter cannot escape.
43.A star that is diminised is called red dwarf.
44.The whitehouse is the home of US president.
45.Stop on red. Caution is yellow. Go on green.



Trivia Quiz Colors
Bonus    The colors of rainbow (in order) 

Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Violet
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